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Given a finite group G and a Fuchsian group r the following question is 
asked: how many inequivalent Riemann surface transformation groups (G, S) 
are there which have (T, D) (where D is the upper half plane) as universal cover- 
ing group? Necessary and sufficient conditions for two such transformation 
groups to be equivalent are established in the theorem of Section 3. Section 4 
studies the problem when G is a p-group and an explicit generating function 
for the number of transformation groups in the case when G has prime order 
appears in the theorem of Section 5. 
Notation. Throughout the paper C, R, and Z denote the sets of complexes, 
reals, and integers, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A transformation group is a triple (G, S, A) where G 1s a group, S a set 
and A : G x S -+ S a mapping which is compatible with the group 
structure, i.e., 
g A (h A s) = gh A s, 
1hS =s, 
for all g, h E G and all s E S. 
The relation on S, s1 - s2 if there exists g E G such that g A s, = s2 
is an equivalence relation. The classes will be called orbits and the set of 
orbits will be denoted by S/G. 
If G is a topological group, S a topological space and LI continuous then 
the triple is called a topological transformation group. It will sometimes be 
convenient to suppress the II and to write (G, S) instead of (G, S, LI). 
In this paper S will be a compact Riemann surface with genus g > 2 
and G will be a group of automorphisms of S. (G, S) will be called a 
Riemann surface transformation group. 
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Two Riemann surface transformation groups (G, , S, , nb and 
(G, , S, , A,) are equivalent if 
(i) G1 and G, are isomorphic, 
(ii) S, and S, are homeomorphic, 
(iii) there exist a E iso (G, , G,) and h E homeo (S, , S& such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
G,xS AS 
4 Ila 1” (1.1) 
G, x S, n, S, 
2. FUCHSIAN GROUPS AND RIEMANN SURFACIB 
The following set of transformations, where z E C, is a group and it 
maps the upper half plane onto itself: 
az + b 
w(z) = - 
cz + d 
a,b,c,dER, ad--c= 1. 
The group, known as LF(2, R) or PSL(2, R), may be topologized by 
taking the usual metric topology in R4 and identifying w  with the equiv- 
alence class of (a, b, c, d) E R4. ((a, b, c, d) - A(a, b, c, d) for all h E R\(O).) 
A discrete subgroup of PSL(2, R) is called a Fuchsian group. Only those 
Fuchsian groups for which the orbit space D/r is compact will be of 
interest here so henceforth “Fuchsian group” will mean “Fuchsian group 
with compact orbit space.” Such a group is known to have a presentation 
of the form given in (2.1) below-an early proof of this result may be 
found in Fricke and Klein [8]. 
r = 
( 
5, >..., E, > a1 3 B, ,***> my 3 p, ( ft;’ = *-* = g-F = 1 
= fi Ei fi [“i 3 /%I) (2.1) 
Within isomorphism the order of the pi is irrelevant so it may be as- 
sumed that pI < p2 < *.a 6 p,. . 
Any choice of pi and y for which 
2(Y - 1) + $& (1 - +-) > 0 
determines a Fuchsian group with presentation (2.1). 
(2.2) 
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A Fuchsian group K for which r = 0, i.e., 
is a surface group. 
The orbit space of a Fuchsian group T = D/r is a surface of genus y. 
There are many ways to make T into a Riemann surface but there is a 
unique analytical structure which makes the natural projection from D to T 
analytical so it will be this structure which is to be understood when 
referring to the Riemann surface T, Similarly if K is a surface group then 
S = D/K is a Riemann surface of genus g and, because of (2.2), g 3 2. 
Conversely if S is a compact Riemann surface of genus g 3 2 then S can be 
represented in the form D/K where K is a surface group with genus g. 
THEOREM 1. A Fuchsian group r always contains a normal surface 
subgroup K offnite index. 
The result follows from Bundgaard and Nielsen [l] and Fox [2]. 
Let (r, D, (1) be a transformation group consisting of a Fuchsian group 
acting on the upper half plane. By the previous theorem r D K where K 
is a surface group. Let G = r/K and S = D/K. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a map fl’ : G x S -+ S such that (G, S, A’) 
is a topological transformation group and the following diagram commutes: 
rxD”-D 
4 in k 
GxSAS 
(2.4) 
where # is the natural homomorphism and rr the natural projection. 
Construction of A’. LetgEG,sESandletyErandzEDbesuchthat 
g = z&), s = n(z). /l’ is defined by g A’S = 7~(y A z). It is straight- 
forward to check that A’ is well defined and is continuous. 
In the transformation group (G, S, /1’) G acts faithfully as a group of 
automorphisms of S. Conversely given (G, S, (1’) there is a surface group K 
such that S = D/K and there is a Fuchsian group r D K such that G M r/K. 
Furthermore r is isomorphic to the group of all covering transformations 
of D which lift the transformations of G. Since D is the universal covering 
space of S (r, D) is called the universal covering transformation group of 
(G, 9. 
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The following theorem, proved by Nielsen [6] for surface groups and 
Zieschang [7] in the general case, will be needed in the next section: 
THEOREM 3. An automorphism of a Fuchsian group can be geometrically 
realized, i.e., given 01 E aut r there exists t E homeo(D, D) such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
rxD&D 
4 lt lt (2.5) 
TxD “-D 
3. THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
The problem considered is: Given a finite group G and a Fuchsian 
group r how many Riemann surface transformation groups (G, S) are 
there which have (r, D) as universal covering group? 
From the previous section for the answer to be non-zero G must be 
a factor group of r by an epimorphism # for which ker 16 is a surface 
group. Such an epimorphism will be called a surface-kernel epimorphism. 
The set of all such epimorphisms from rto G will be denoted by skep(r, G). 
In the case in which G = 2, (the cyclic group) necessary and sufficient 
conditions on r for there to exist a surface-kernel epimorphism from 
r to 2, were obtained by Harvey [4]. 
Given $ E skep(r, G) with K = ker # a Riemann surface transformation 
group (G, S) where S = D/K may be constructed. If skep(r, G) contains 
two elements #rl , #2 the corresponding (G, , S,> and (G, , SJ may be 
equivalent in the sense of Section 1. The following theorem gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for this to occur: 
THEOREM 4. Let $I~, Q!+ E skep(r, G) and let (G, S,) and (G, S,) be 
the corresponding Riemann surface transformation groups. (G, S,) and 
(G, Sd are equivalent tf and only tf there exists cx E aut r and a E aut G 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
(3.1) 
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Outline ofProof. The diagrams (1.1) (with G, = G = GJ, (2.9, and 
(3.1) together with two copies of (2.4) can be fitted together to form the 
following cube: 
(3.2) 
The theorem asserts that if the outer left-hand face commutes then 
3h E homeo(S, , S,) such that the back face commutes. 
Let s ES, and let z E D be such that s = nl(z). h is defined by 
h(s) = n&z). It is a straightforward piece of “diagram chasing” (using 
the commutativity of the earlier diagrams) to establish that h is well 
defined, is a homeomorphism, and does make the back face commute. 
The theorem transforms the original problem-counting equivalence 
classes of Riemann surface transformation groups-to that of counting 
equivalence classes of surface kernel epimorphisms. A new transformation 
group (aut .F x Aut G, skep(C G)) has been constructed. If N(F, G) is 
the number of orbits of this transformation group then N(r, G) is also the 
answer to the original problem. 
The following result is sometimes known as Burnside’s Lemma: If 
(G, S, A) is a general transformation group then the number of orbits is 
equal to 
& c I ml, (3.3) 
gEG 
where F(g) = (s E S 1 g A s = s}. 
By grouping together terms corresponding to those elements of G which 
generate the same cyclic subgroup L the formula may be rewritten as: 
where F(L) = {s E S 1 g A s = s for all g E L} and cjl(L), the first Eulerian 
function in the sense of P. Hall [3], has the properties that 
(j(L) = If L Itther$se; is cyclic, 
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(The author is grateful to the referee of an earlier unpublished paper for 
pointing out the ease with which (3.4) can be derived from (3.3).) 
4. CONSIDERATION OF A SPECIAL CASE 
Throughout this section r will be a Fuchsian group with genus zero and 
G will be a cyclic p-group, G = ZDm (p # 2). 
For skep(r, Z,,) to be non-empty each period pi of r must be a power 
of p. (This follows from Harvey’s [4] results.) For convenience the r 
generators will be relabeled 
where the superscriptjindicates that the generator has orderpj(j = 1 ,...,m). 
Pl + a*- + pm = r. 
An epimorphism # is specified by its action on the generators. If 
#(,$:j’) = ,f’ th en, since $ is surface-kernel, xl” also has order pj. The 
relations in r imply that 
where Zpm is represented by the additive group of residues mod pm. 
THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS. From Zieschang [7] the elements 01 of 
aut r are of the following form: 
&i') = jppq!j'-1 
a z n5i a 
where nji ,..., n5,. is a permutation of l,..., pi and E( = fl. 
The problem 3s to calculate 
N(r, Z,,,) = I skep(r, Z,,)/aut r x aut Z,, I. 
Now since Zprn is Abelian 
N(r, Zpm) = I s(r, , Z&/B x aut Z, I 
where I’, is the Abelianized group of r, s(r, , Z,,) is the set of epi- 
morphisms from r, to ZBm induced by elements of skep(r, Z,,), and 
B is the subgroup of aut r, consisting of those automorphisms of r, 
which are induced by elements of aut r. 
Now 
autr,2S,, x -em x Son x z,, 
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where S, permutes the images of the generators flj’ E I’ and 2, arises 
from the automorphism which maps every element on its inverse. From 
Zieschang’s theorem and since aut Zpm also contains such an automorphism 
it follows that 
N(r, Z,,) = j s(r, , Z,,)/S,, x .*a x SDm x aut Z,, I. 
Thus the problem is now reduced to considering yet another trans- 
formation group. The author [5] has obtained results for anyp # 2 and m 
but the general case is complicated and here only the case m = 1 is treated. 
5. THE SOLUTION FOR m = 1 
In this case all the periods pi of the Fuchsian group must equal p. 
The redundant superscripts (j) will be omitted but to indicate that r has p 
periods it will be denoted by I’, . The number to be calculated is 
W, , Z,> = I C,,, , ZW, x aut Z, I. 
The equation to be satisfied in Z, is 
-Q + ... + X, = 0 (modp), (5.1) 
where 0 < xi <p. 
Suppose there is a solution of (5.1) in which ei of the xi’s are equal to 
i(0 < i <p). Then the ei satisfy: 
el + 2e, + ... + (p - 1) e,-, = 0 (modp), 
0.21 
e, + e2 + -a- + e,-, = p. 
There is a one-one correspondence between the solutions of (5.1) and 
those of (5.2). By rewriting the problem in the form (5.2) the group S, 
arising from aut r is taken care of but aut Z, has still to be considered. 
The problem is to find the number of equivalence classes of solutions 
of (5.2) where (e, ,..., e,J - (e,‘,..., ek-3 if there exists a E aut Z, such 
that ei’ = e,ci) for all i. 
The more general equations 
el + 2e, + a-* + (p - I) e,-, = u, 
e, + e2 + *** + e,-, = p, 
(5.3) 
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will be considered. If &p,, a) is the number of solutions of (5.3) and 
0(x, y) is the generating function 
0(x, JJ) = g f qp, u) xy, 
p=o o=o 
then 
P-l 
0(x, y) = n (1 - q-1. 
i=l 
Let N, be the number of solutions of (5.2) then 
No = f &p, API. 
A=0 
If E is a primitive p-th root of unity then 
f Noxp = ; i1 0(x, E”). 
0=0 ” 0 
Now if v # 0 then l ‘+,..,, E(Y--~)” are distinct and are the complex p-th 
roots of unity so 
(1 - XC”)(l - X9”) ... (1 - x&--l)q = 7,:;: ) 
from which it follows that 
Notation. FP(L) will denote the number of solutions of (5.2) which are 
invariant under the subgroup L of aut 2, and F(L, x) is defined by: 
F(L, x) = t FJL) x”. (5.5) 
p=O 
Now N(r, G) = I skep (.T’, G)/aut r x aut G / so by multiplying (3.4) 
by xp, summing over p, and using (5.5), 
c NV,, > Z,) xp = , Aut ‘z, , c FW, 4 h(L) (5.6) 
!3 L<aut z, 
= & c KG, xl C(O. (5.7) 
ZIP-1 
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Equation (5.7) follows because aut Z, B ZDP1 , from (3.4) and the fact 
that the subgroups of a cyclic group Z, are just Zi where I 1 n. 
It only remains to determine F(Z, , x) for I i(p - 1). 
LEMMA 1. Any choice of integers (ei ,..., e,-,) which has a non-trivial 
stabilizer under aut Z, satis$ies the congruence of (5.2) 
ProoJ If (e, ,..., e,-,) is invariant under an element T E aut Z,\(l) 
then 
de1 ,..., e,-d = (e, , e27 ,..., e(,-,h) 
= (el , e2 ,..., 5-J. 
Therefore, ei = eTi = 1.. = e,z-li where 1 is the order of r, and 
e, + 2e, + -1. + (p - 1) e,-, = C (i + 7i + *** + +li) e, 
= i (1 + 7 + **a + 71-I) ie, , 
where there is one i for each cycle of the decomposition induced by T .  
Now since 7 + 1 (mod p) T - 1 is invertible in Z, so 
1 + T + . . . + T1--1 = k& 3 0 (modp). 
Solutions Fixed by T. The cycle decomposition induced by 7 in Z, 
consists of (p - 1)/l cycles each of length 1. T  generates Z, so 
F(L~, x) = t xCzei, 
ei 
where there is one i for each cycle. Hence 
F(Z, , x) = (1 - x~)-(+l)i’, 
where 1 I(p - 1), I # 1. 
F(Z, , x) = i N,xn. 
p=O 
Finally from (5.4/6/S/9), 
c N(T, ) Z,) x0 = -.L.- 1’ [ l 
P (p - 1) p (1 - x)B--1 + (P 
+ c $@)(I - x3-z 
ZZ'=(U-1) 
1#1 
(5.8) 
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Finally from (5.4/6/8/9) the following theorem results: 
THEOREM 5. Let .T,, be the Fuchsian group with p periods each equal top 
(prime # 2) and genus zero. If N(I’, , 2,) is the number of Riemann surface 
transformation groups (2, , S) which have (I’, , D) as universal covering 
transformation group then the following rational function is a generating 
function for N(I’, , 2,): 
CN(r,,Zg)Xo = --!-- I'[ l 
0 (p - 1) p (1 - ~~y-1 + (p - I) *;gj- 1 
+ c qql)(l - 2-q. 
IZ’=(IJ-1) 
If1 
It is appropriate to mention that Hurwitz [9-111 made basic contribu- 
tions to the study of Riemann surfaces and in particular obtained a 
generating function for the following combinatorial problem: how many 
n-sheeted Riemann surfaces with w  given simple branch points are there? 
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